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Smart Luggage Responds to Survey That Reveals Nation’s Luggage Packing
Habits

Leading online luggage retailer, Smart Luggage, have responded to a recent survey that
reveals British packing rituals.

(PRWEB UK) 18 January 2013 -- A recent survey has investigated the packing habits of the British public and
has revealed that a third of UK travellers pack tea bags in their luggage.

The research was carried out by Co-Operative Travel and asked 2000 people about their regular travel habits.
The most popular item packed in luggage was the travel adaptor, with 71% of those questioned packing one.

The second most popular item was tablet and smart devices, showing an increasing importance for people to be
with their gadgets, even on holiday. Other items that made the top five were slightly more predictable such as
the towel with 44% of people packing one and hair straighteners at 31%.

As a leading online luggage retailer, Smart Luggage is all too aware of the importance of effective packing
solutions for British holidaymakers.

A spokesperson for Smart Luggage said:

“This survey reveals some interesting information about the British approach to packing luggage. It seem us
Brits can’t be without our home comforts and that something as simple as the humble cup of tea is an essential
part of packing our suitcases.”

Smart Luggage is a lead supplier in brand names such as Samsonite and Antler as well as cost effective luggage
solutions. Established to cater for a nationwide market the company takes pride in making airport luggage and
everyday necessities such as laptop cases, handbags and holdalls accessible to all at competitive prices. The
online store offers safe and secure payment via facilities like Sage and PayPal.
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Contact Information
Jenny Wadlow
Smart Luggage
http://www.smartluggage.co.uk/
07973158512

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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